Section 9.3.6
Enquire Lending Position

General Enquire Services

ENQUIRE LENDING POSITION

FUNCTION NAME:

WHEN TO USE:
-

To enquire the details and current statuses of the lending positions in CCASS.

AVAILABLE FUNCTION TIME:
-

This enquiry function is available between 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. on weekdays (i.e. Monday to
Friday, except public holiday).

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION:
-

This is an enquiry function. It is used to view information only. Data cannot be entered or
changed with this function.

-

If stock loans are done in CCASS for a participant, a lending position will be created for each
stock loan transacted. Participant can use this function to review information regarding
lending positions and the respective statuses.

-

The lending position status indicates those outstanding lending positions which are recalled
but not returned, or fully returned, etc. Following are the statuses applicable to lending
positions :

-

Active
Recalled

-

Fully Returned
Compensated
Frozen

-

Cancelled

-

stock loan transacted and remains outstanding, i.e. not fully returned.
a recall request for the lending position has been made, and which is not
fully returned yet.
borrowed shares have been fully returned for the lending position.
cash was paid in lieu of stock return for the lending position.
frozen of lending positions are only performed under special situations at
the discretion of HKSCC.
cancellation of lending positions are only performed under special
situations at the discretion of HKSCC.

Outstanding lending positions, i.e. those in ‘Active’ or ‘Recalled’ or ‘Frozen’ statuses, are
available for enquiry at any time as far as they remain outstanding. For those completed
lending positions, i.e. those in ‘Fully Returned’ or ‘Compensated’ or ‘Cancelled’ statuses, they
would be available for enquiry within 31 calendar days after the completion date.
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9.3.6.1

Section 9.3.6
Enquire Lending Position
The access paths for Enquire Lending Position are :
A. Enquire by Lending Position Number:
Logon
to
CCASS



Select
Stock
Borrowing /
Lending



Select
Enquire
Lending
Position

Input the
LP

Number



Click
'Submit'
after
input

B. Enquire by listing the Lending Positions with various selection criteria:

Logon
to
CCASS

9.3.6.2

Select
Stock

Borrowing
/ Lending



Select
Enquire
Lending
Position



Input /
select the
various
selection
criteria



Click
'List' after
input /
selection



Click the
hyperlink to
retrieve
Stock
Lending
Position
detail
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Section 9.3.6
Enquire Lending Position
ENQUIRE LENDING POSITION - Sample Screen
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9.3.6.3

Section 9.3.6
Enquire Lending Position
DESCRIPTION OF FIELDS:
Field

Description/Format

LP NUMBER

- input the unique Lending Position (LP) Number of the lending
position to be enquired.
- LP number is a 9-character code beginning with the
characters 'LP'. The system automatically displays the 'LP'
prefix. Type the remaining seven digits.
e.g. for LP number 'LP9991234', enter '9991234' only.
- leading zeros do not need to be entered. e.g. '0001234' can
be entered as '1234'.
- display the unique LP number assigned by CCASS.

ISIN OR STOCK CODE

-

input the ISIN / stock code for listing of lending positions for a
particular stock.
- CCASS overlooks leading zero(s); i.e. '17', '017', '0017' and
'00017' are treated as the same.
(input of ISIN to be effective upon 2nd rollout stage of
CCASS/3)
- can obtain the ISIN or stock code from the hyperlink of
'Enquire Stock List'.
- leave blank if not used as a selection criterion.

MARKET

to be effective upon 2nd rollout stage of CCASS/3
- select the market code assigned by HKSCC via pull down
menu to list the lending positions of all stocks under that
particular market by stock.
- display the market code and short name of the market being
enquired.

LOAN TYPE

-

select the Loan Type when it is used as the selection
criterion:
'All', if loan type is not used as a selection criteria;
‘O’ for open-ended loan;
‘T’ for term loan.

LOAN START DATE

- type the Loan Start Date as the selection criterion for listing
lending positions in a sequence that starts from that Loan
Start Date.
- must remain empty if not used as the selection criterion.

MATURITY DATE

- type the Maturity Date as the selection criterion for listing
lending positions in a sequence that starts from that Maturity
Date.
- only applicable to term loan.
- must remain empty if not used as the selection criterion.

9.3.6.4
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Enquire Lending Position
Field

Description/Format

LOAN END DATE

- type the Loan End Date as the selection criterion for listing
lending positions in a sequence that starts from that Loan End
Date.
- must remain empty if not used as the selection criterion.
- display the date the lending position was closed,
i.e. if the lending position is in ‘Fully Returned’ status, it will
be the date last stock return was made;
if the lending position is in ‘Cancelled’ status, it will be the
date of the cancellation;
if the lending position is in ‘Compensated’ status, it will be
the date the cash compensation was paid.
- this field is blank for the lending position which remains
outstanding, i.e. either in ‘Active’ or ‘Recalled’ or ‘Frozen’
status.

LP STATUS

- represent the status of lending position, can be selected via
the pull down menu:
'ALL' to list lending positions with all statuses;
‘Active’;
‘Cancelled’;
‘Frozen’;
‘Compensated’;
‘Recalled’;
‘Fully Returned’.

STOCK

- display the stock code and short name of the stock being
enquired.

ISIN

nd

to be effective upon 2 rollout stage of CCASS/3
- display the International Securities Identification Number
input for the lending positions.

CANCELLED /
COMPENSATED /
OUTSTANDING
QUANTITY

- display the number of shares of the lending position :
if the lending position is in ‘Cancelled’ status, it will be the
cancelled quantity;
if the lending position is in ‘Compensated’ status, it will be
the corresponding quantity in which cash is paid in lieu of
the stock;
if the lending position is in other status, it is the
outstanding quantity.
(Note : the field name will be changed accordingly for
different statuses of the LP)

LOAN START DATE

- display the date the lending position is created.

MATURITY DATE

- display the maturity date of the lending position.
- this field is blank for open-ended loan.

ORIGINAL QUANTITY

- display the number of shares transacted as at the creation
of the lending position.
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9.3.6.5

Section 9.3.6
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Field

Description/Format

LAST RETURN DATE

- display the date of the most recent stock return for the
lending position.

LAST RETURN
QUANTITY

- display the number of shares transacted on the last returned
date.

FEES RECEIVED (HKD)

- display the accumulated stock lending fee of the lending
position as at the time of enquiring.

ELECT CASH
COMPENSATION
TIMESTAMP

- display the date and time cash compensation is elected,
i.e. the cash compensation indicator is set to ‘Y’.
- this field is empty if cash compensation is not elected.

RECEIVE STOCK
ACCOUNT NUMBER

- display the code and name of the account specified in the
recall request to receiving the outstanding shares.
- this field is empty if no recall request had been made.

EXPECTED RETURN
DATE

- display the date the outstanding shares are expected to be
received upon the recall request is served by HKSCC, i.e.
2 business days following the date of recall if the recall
request is made before 12:00 noon of a business day, or 3
business days following the date of recall if the recall
request is made after 12:00 noon of a business day.
- this field is empty if no recall request had been made.

CASH COMPENSATION
INDICATOR

- display whether cash compensation is elected if
outstanding shares are not returned by the deadline.
- this field is empty if election of cash compensation had not
been made.

ELECTED BY HKC

- display whether the cash compensation indicator is
elected by HKC or not.
- this field is empty if election of cash compensation had not
been made.

REMARKS

- display any additional remarks for the lending position
when the recall request is made, if entered.

9.3.6.6
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